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This book is a much-requested follow-up to "Brain over Binge" (2011), where the author shared
how she used a simple understanding of neuroscientific principles to overcome bulimia. In this
sequel and companion volume, with the help of fellow specialists and authors Amy Johnson,
Ph.D. The Brain over Binge Recovery Information is comprehensive in its length and scope, but
utterly basic in its approach: You will read and only use what you need—continuing on in the book
in the event that you feel you want more information and guidance; As you function toward
these goals with a streamlined focus, you'll discover your own power, develop your own
insights, and put into practice concepts and behaviors that work uniquely and authentically for
you., and others, Kathryn Hansen lays away those same concepts—and many more—in a self-help
file format that encourages and enables binge eaters to recuperate efficiently and efficiently.
Although recovery is not the same for everybody, this book posits there are just two important
goals that must be met to get rid of bulimia and bingeing disorder: (1) understanding how to
dismiss urges to binge and (2) understanding how to consume adequately.D., Katherine
Thomson, Ph. placing it down and shifting with your existence when you are feeling you’re
ready—to be able to start living binge-free of charge as quickly and easily as possible.
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The most helpful guide I have found on binge-eating, by far. This is by far the most helpful thing
I've ever found for my very own struggles with disordered eating.--Ms. Within times of starting
this workbook, I started seeing my binge urges in different ways. Kathryn is wonderful and her
strategy is very practical. Although it wasn't easy to dismiss the urges starting out, it rapidly
begun to feel like second nature.Kathryn Hansen and Amy Johnson have got captured the best
self help guide here that I've ever read or found out about. I am binge- and purge-free of charge
for almost two weeks, which is the longest I've eliminated since I created these behaviors. It
could not sound like quite a long time for some, but to me, it's amazing. I did not read the
original book, and I don't think you need to to be able to benefit from this one.--The layout of
the book makes it super easy to complete. That can be done it step-by-step (which makes more
sense for some parts of the reserve), and you can skip around some, as well, if needed. Today, I
understand that these could be dealt with other self soothing techniques I've learned form
various other books (End Emotional Consuming). Hansen regularly claims that it is ideal if the
reader uses only what she or he needs from the publication and goes with it, which allows a
degree of versatility. I think it may also end up being building my self-confidence, too--that *I*
can make decisions about what I do and don't need, instead of a regimented plan of some sort
being prescribed if you ask me.--We had believed for years that We was the tone of voice of my
urges, and that We had to argue with myself to keep from binge-eating (which frequently didn't
work). I was just appearing out of a "failed" try to lose pounds through a (fairly costly and
incredibly en vogue) online system aimed at meals addicts. When I looked at what I used to
describe myself versus those I utilized to describe my urges, I couldn't believe it. There it was, in
dark and white, that the urges AREN'T ME. Who knew? I sure didn't.It's probably pretty obvious
that I would recommend this workbook. I highly recommend this book for anyone that has
suffered with food . She doesn’t claim that her publication is all factual simply just that it's what
worked on her behalf. Did restrictive dieting developing because of some of the issues heading
on in my life? Yes, most likely at least partly. But those things didn't directly start my binge-
consuming and purging, and they certainly weren't maintaining those habits most of these
years.--We am almost embarrassed at how my brain was blown at the thought of eating
adequately. I have the insight to face the urges eagerly understanding that I could rewire my
brain. I've confidence to handle my urges and I'm in control of nourishing my body. I believe that
allowing myself consume adequately over the past two weeks has strongly supported my newly-
found capability to dismiss binge urges.--The perspective presented in "food addiction" was
extraordinarily useful. Gaining insight into just how different those urges are from who I really
am was astounding. [This system supplied everyone with the very same food plan. It turned out
helping me SO very much on my recovery jorney! When I expressed my concern concerning this
to the "instructors" in this program, I was told that, "We don't count calories in XYZ system." I
assume not, because if you did, you'd understand why you had been dropping all that weight so
fast. Strongly recommend for anyone in recovery from an eating disorder The theory that eating
disorders have their roots in biology and the microbiome is one that long-needed clinically
explored. Hansen talked about that, yes, sugar and highly processed foods could be "addictive"
in a way, but that this DOES NOT NEGATE CHOICE. I hesitate to use the term "brainwashed"
regarding the aforementioned program, but I was informed so often that I was therefore highly
susceptible to foods containing sugar and flour that I really started to believe that abstinence
was my only option. However, I today feel a lot more confident that I could consume (at least
some) of the foods in moderation later on because I've a CHOICE in regards to what and just how
much I eat. It's the most definitive source on how to break free of bulimia/BED. She looked



therefore clearly content when I told her that I had not been going to diet any more
(seriously--her eyes lit up), and that just confirmed my decision to trash restrictive eating for
good. Every section makes a whole lot of sense and is intuitive if you ask me. For instance, when
I first looked at the materials on defining my own "binge" definition, I started to balk. I imply, I
know what a binge is definitely, right? Do I must say i need to do this? Upon perusing the
information in the publication about methods to ensure adequate eating, I decided to call a very
reliable nutritionist in my area and create an appointment to speak about my personal diet
program. It was so helpful for me to really pin down what I would end up being targeting, and it
made identifying the binge urges much easier, too. That being said, I'd encourage readers never
to skip the introductory exercises. They may be more helpful than you think. I have already been
binge-feeding on and purging for nearly 15 years (and I was restricting for almost 10 years prior
to that), and it's been miserable. Hansen's arguments against restrictive dieting make so much
sense. Of program I'm going to feel just like binge-eating when I restrict my food--I'm
legitimately hungry! It turned out that I did should do it. Linked to this area, it is possible that
this reserve saved me from additional years of ongoing struggle and stress secondary to overly
restrictive program to that i had started to adhere.I've no doubt that We still have a great deal of
progress to help to make later on with my eating. I definitely still question my food choices, and
I have a lot of "shoulds" and "should nots" about food that I'd never even noticed until I was
really allowing myself to consume. But I understand that if I continue steadily to work on the
materials in this publication and with my nutritionist, I am in a position to eventually gain self-
confidence in my own choices. I've also in fact lost a few pounds since I stopped
restricting/binge-eating/purging. I never would have imagined that, since I believed that I was
"obtaining rid" of all the binge foods I ate (this was clearly not the case). So, that is clearly a nice
side impact, for sure. I really thought that there is something amiss with me, and that I'd
developed disordered feeding on early in life due to my family-of-origin issues and
perfectionist tendencies. I've listed some of the things I've found so helpful below. My sincere
because of Ms. Hansen and her collaborators for composing this--I am deliriously happy with
how much progress I've manufactured in such a short period of time, and Personally i think a lot
more peaceful and relaxed in my day-to-day life. I am really grateful.UPDATE: It all has been
over 7 months since the last time We binged or purged. I no longer fit criteria for just about any
Eating Disorder. Haven’t experienced the whole book but slowly getting there. Hansen and the
contributors to the workbook, and I still highly encourage anyone struggling with binge-eating
to try out this. It was so frustrating that no quantity of insight-oriented psychotherapy may help
me change my behavior..I'm 40 yrs old and I am fighting EDs for over 30 years. The reserve
addresses how important getting thrilled to be recovered is certainly. I loved Kathryn Hansen's
first book (Mind Over Binge). But I feel this The Brain Over Binge Recovery Guide switches into
more depth in every the right places. Strongly recommend for anyone in recovery from an eating
disorder. It really think will probably be worth reading even though you browse the first
publication because it's more of a how-to Guidebook. I'm not just working on a lizard mind here.
I have highlighted many sections and bought in Kindle AND paper copy.--Some of the exercises
appearance simple, but I was amazed at how I had never questioned my thoughts in that rational
way (nor had my therapists over the years). I just wish there was an AUDIOBOOK version for
those of us that don't have instant recovery. I noticed my recovery insight comes/came in stages.
And it required me awhile to un-do the 30 years of conditioning to rewire my brain and change
my perspective on what binging "will" for me.There is a simplicity in this approach: 1. Learn to
recognize and say no to urges and 2. Helpful book Different. I personally noticed that my urges



dramatically subsided with eating regularly and more than enough. My urges beyond that are
much easier to observe as individual from myself and therefore I did not want to do something
on them.This book also addresses non-binge eating including non-hungry urges and emotional
eating. I recognized that my psychological eating triggers really do make an effort to address an
psychological lack with meals. Ms. That yes, we can all recover.Most of all, this publication really
gives HOPE. Five Stars Helped This is real help that a person can live with I have written several
reviews about this book but We keep buying more of them so I will keep saying that this is
actually the best and most important reserve that I have ever read and the info it contains is in
the process of saving my entire life. I did have got a grasp on the fundamentals of current
nutritional suggestions (I think a lot of people w/ED perform), but there is here is how much
food I actually need each day that was new to me. I recommend this book for anyone that has
suffered with food issues (anorexia, bulimia, Binge eating, emotional eating). Quite honestly, I
feel just like the changes I've made have already been nothing brief of a miracle.. And the idea
of consuming when I'm hungry to reduce binge urges--you would believe a freaking lamp
acquired exploded over my head! eat adequately. I couldn't become more grateful to Ms.
Brought up emotional feelings I've buried for years This book really helps! They lost so much
power, so quickly. Helps Insightful and to the point and unforgettable Highly recommend This
guide is amazing! Given my tendency toward plant-centered foods and my particular food
tastes, I found that I was coming in around 800-900 calories each day. I AM SO HAPPY I
PURCHASED THIS BOOK. Great book but very repetitive I must say i have enjoyed reading this
book and believe it has some very nice insights into eating disorders. And now I know
why--restrictive dieting. The reason why I didn’t give it 5 stars is because the publication drags
on and she repeats herself a lot through the entire book. I was very into the back in the
beginning but about halfway through I acquired really bored.] Anyway, I cherished how Ms. The
existing treatment models simply do not work in the long-term. Most of the brand-new
segments address my specific questions and struggles after reading the initial book. I right now
believe I'm in recovery.
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